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constant employment of this form one naturally reasons out the fact that I 

act-ally am sweating, and thenceforth the objective result becomes the promi- 
nent thing in the statement. Actuality is not more strongly expressed by bare 
with the infinitive or by the English as to. Both forms of statement represent 
the result only as possible and leave it to the reader or hearer to supply the 

impression of reality. Such, briefly stated, are the views of the author. Space 
forbids our following him into the details of his treatment of purpose and 
result clauses and of object clauses which express in a modified way purpose cr 
result. Individual feeling will assert itself against this or that principle of 
classification. Dr. Dahl is, we think, particularly happy in his treatment of 

parenthetic ut clauses of result, like uit omittamn, ut non dicam, and subjective 
result clauses like ita agendum est ut omnia inter se cohaer-eant. The discussion 
of the so-called elliptical sentences is not all that we could desire, and e 
should gladly have seen in an appendix some treatment of the (ompounds of 
ut, especially neutiiquam, utique and sicuti. But few persons, we presume, such 
is the frailty of human nature, will be found to quarrel with the brevity of a 
work of over three hundred pages, on a single particle spelled with two letters. 

M. W. 

De Gladiatura Romana Quaestiones Selectae. Doct. Diss. by PAUL JONAS 
MEIER. Bonn, I88I. 52 pp. 

In 1879 the Bonn Faculty set the following subject for a Preis-Arbeit: 
"Gladiaturae Romanae historia ex scriptorum et titulorum testimoniisque 
artisque monumentis explicetur." Of the essay which received the prize this 
dissertation forms only a part. Needless to say the author has taken full 
advantage of the archaeological facilities which a University like Bonn offers, 
and in which we are so lamentably deficient in this country. Moreover, he has 
spied out the land and made the German Museums from Berlin to Trier yield 
up their gladiatorial treasures for his purpose. He has sifted the ancient sources 
and made some new discoveries. After two years' occupation with gladiators 
one may be pardoned perhaps a combative spirit, and if some knock-down 
blows are dealt to veterans like Lipsius, Friedlaender and Henzen, it only 
shows what training will do for the youthful prize-fighter. Dr. Meier has cer- 
tainly shown himself a vigorous tiro and merits the title spectatus. 

The introductory chapter begins with a puzzle fiom Suidas, states afresh the 
nature of Suetonius' work 'de historia ludicra,' and the probable dependence 
upon it not only of Tertullian, Isidorus and Cassiodorius, but also of the 
scholiast to Juvenal. Chapter II is entitled De gladiatorurn arniaturis with the 
following subdivisions: ? I. de Samnitibus. ? 2. de secutoribus. ? 3. de opio- 
machis. ? 4. de retiariis. ? 5. de Thraecibus. ? 6. de Gallis et murmil/onibus. 

7 7. de ceteris armaturis. 
Campanian hate first applied the name Samznites to gladiators. From the 

Campanians the Romans adopted the name together with the custom of gladia- 
torial shows. Lucilius is the first Roman writer to mention a Samnis. Litera- 
ture and inscriptions are silent about them after the age of Augustus. Meier 
has an ingenious theory to account for this. New-fashioned names were found 
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for them. The secutores who fought with the retiarii were really Samnites and 
their equipment was the same. In Cicero ad Att. VII 14, 2 we may not read 
with Friedlaender secutorunt, but must keep scutorum of the MSS, so that the 

earliest mention of secutores occurs in Suetonius Cal. 30. Another designation 
of them is found in CIL VI 631 > RET = contra rete. The oplomnachi had 
also substantially the same equipment as the Samnites, and the name was intro- 
duced at the beginning of the Empire. They differed from the secutores 

especially in that they were matched with the Thraeces and not with the retiarii. 
Their helmets too were quite unlike. Retiarii lasted as long as gladiatorial 
exhibitions, but when they came into fashion cannot be definitely determined. 
An interesting description of their armor is given. They fought with mur- 
millones and secutores; had neither galea nor scutum, but were furnished with a 

galerus (cf. Juvenal Sat. VIII 207, of which Meier gives a new interpretation). 
The name Tzraeces indicates that Thracians taken in war were compelled to 

fight in the arena. In inscriptions Thraex is the more ancient, 7'hrex the 
later form. TR also occurs, but Thrax is not authenticated. They fought 
with secutores and murmillones, and also with each other as appears from some 
lucernae at Berlin and Trier. Not so clear is the attempted proof from a 
Greek inscription CIG 2164, that the murmzillones were pitted against each 
other. These latter took their name from the iLoptvjpog or /zop/'0Ao, a fish which 
was attached to the helmet to be caught by the net of the retiarius. They 
were earlier called galli, which name went out of use at the end of the republic. 
The famous statue of the dying gladiator has lately been rechristened' the 

dying Gaul' Curiously enough, if we accept Weissenborn's view followed by 
Meier. Livy XXXIX.42, II, vis tu, inquit, quoniam gladiatorium spectaculum 
reliquisti, iati huznc Gallumn muorienteim videre ? points to the fact that the Gauls 

were known as gladiators as early as the time of Cato the Censor. 

Chapter III treats of Quaestiones diversae under the following heads: ? I. 
De significatione " stans missus est." ? 2. De suppositiciis seu fertiariis. ? 3. 
De gladiatorum ordinibus. What we have already said will, we hope, lead those 
who take a lively interest in gladiators to read these sections, of which it is 
impossible to give here even a summary. 

M. W. 

Einleitung in das Sprachstudium, ein Beitrag zur Geschichte und Methodik 
der vergleichenden Sprachforschung, von B. DELBRUCK. Leipzig, Breit- 

kopf und Hartel, i880.. 
Introduction to the Study of Language, etc., by DELBRUCK. Authorized trans- 

lation by E. CHANNING. Leipzig, IS82. 
This work with the authorized translation, to which a special preface is added 

by the author for the " English and American public," appears as the fourth vol- 
ume of the Indogermanische Grammatiken. The purpose of the book is to give 
a short account of the development of philological study since the time of Bopp. 
The main title is slightly misleading, as the words "zur Geschichte," which 
are added in the sub-title, explains the real drift of the essay. It is not so 
much an introduction to the study of language from the standpoint of philo- 
logical principles and their application, but rather an historical sketch with here 
and there an independent discussion of the theories involved. 
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